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About This Software

Think Space is a brainstorming and remote collaboration app for virtual reality. You can create unlimited whiteboards and work
from a beautiful tropical beach or desert. All whiteboards created are exported to SVG format so you can easily share and keep

your work.

Features:
- Start or join multiuser meetings.

- Built-in voice chat during meetings.
- Work in 2 different scenes; Island or Desert.
- Save and open documents from within VR.

- All whiteboards are exported to SVG image format for sharing. (supported by all web browsers)
- Draw with smooth vector graphics in VR.

- Select from 4 different marker colors.
- Erase text with eraser tool.

- Add boards into scene.
- Move boards around scene.

- Walk around scene using teleportation.
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Title: Think Space
Genre: Design & Illustration, Utilities
Developer:
Funly, LLC
Publisher:
Funly, LLC
Release Date: 26 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

English
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I wanted to love this app, because I love the concept. There are some things that make it unuseable for me, and I hope that it will
improve or that someone else will do a better app.

First: The soothing background sounds of waves crashing is cheesy at first, but you go with and it feel immersed in this place
right up until it abruptly chops off at an ending upon looping itself. It's not only jarring, but it smacks of laziness in production
quality.
Secondly: The core feature I want, drawing on a whiteboard, is not so great. The whiteboards can only be perpendicular to the
ground, the colors are crappy and limited, and the eraser is unwieldy.
Thirdly: An annoyance that can be avoided, but just emits "poor production quality", switching between desert and island mode
maintains your position during the swap, so it's easy to get stuck in a vertical mismatch between the maps and not be able to
move around.

This is a great concept and it's a good start on whatever this app ends up being, but I don't feel good having paid even a nominal
modest charge for this software. I simply don't see myself using it in favor of better non-vr tools.. Very well made and easy to
use interface. The marker feels very natural and lifelike. Lots of cool potential for collaboration and brainstorming. Great value
for the price.. At first I thought - OK, this is a different take on Tilt Brush. After using it for a couple of hours, I've changed my
mind. It really helps me focus on what I'm whiteboarding, and exporting to a vector image is helpful for sending ideas to others.
I think this could be even better if multi-person whiteboarding is included. Could really turn this into a virtual conference room..
This is a really great app! What an awesome idea! It works really well, though I do wish we had a lighthouse-tracked pen
accessory for things like this and Tilt Brush. Once they add multi-user support, this will change the way people collaborate
remotely on things like software projects. I'm going to try to argue for my office to get a few Vives now, with this app as a big
part of the justification. Great job, devs!. I love it. The price IS high for what you get but only if the developer stops here. If
they keep updating this, it's a steal at this price. I am willing to make the small investment. I made some recommendations here: 
https:\/\/www.reddit.com\/r\/Vive\/comments\/4vd32i\/productivity_app_think_space_suggestions\/. This is a great program for
creatives, storyboarders, graphic artists, engineers, mathematicians, entrepreneurs, filmmakers, and more. The beach
environment is aesthetically pleasant, relaxing and a great place to "walk around" in. :) The white board & menu interface is
simple and easy to use, so you can get to doing what Think Space does best: using white boards in a beach-bound paradise.

Nice work to the developers. This has come a long way since its early release, and I look forward to each update that promises to
satisfy!. To: Public users of the game (Valve : and chairman welcome to the meeting everyone)

SOMETHING LIKE THIS COULD BE USEFUL ONE DAY . SOMETHING LIKE THAT ALSO ;=()()>. To: Public users of
the game (Valve : and chairman welcome to the meeting everyone)

SOMETHING LIKE THIS COULD BE USEFUL ONE DAY . SOMETHING LIKE THAT ALSO ;=()()>. I'm a big fan of
these kinds of apps and want to see more VR tools like this.

I love how I can go anywhere on the island and use that as a space to create my Whiteboards.. Very cool.

The tool set and menu systems are simple, a great size and they work every time.
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Here are some of my thoughts on further development.

  The articulation of the pen is pointed at the whiteboard like North on a compas needle. I feel that a more natural articulation
for the pen, relative to the actual position and rotation of the control, is crucial for a writing experience.

  I would love to enable haptic buzzes when in contact with the board and while making strokes.

 Holding the controller and writing by pulling the trigger is not working for me, and I doubt it will work well for many. My arm
becomes tired after writing only a few sentences, and makes me realize how important it is to have full articulation of my wrist
while I'm writing.

  The Pen maintains a orientation relative to the control, but there are a lot of ways one might hold the control in order to find
the most natural writing position. I find that holding the conroller backwards as if there is a FAT marker in my hand, is the most
comfortable way for me to get a better motion of my wrist while writing. It would be nice if there were some way to reposition
the pen for different ways of holding the controller.

Thanks for the cool software!

. Needs more work to justify the price. But the devs have promised to at least bring in some multiplayer so I will give it a
thumbs up for now.
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I like this. The concept holds up, despite drawing freehand with a 3d controller onto a virtual 2d whiteboard it feels pretty
natural with good results. Nice that the trigger can be used to stop and start drawing instead of picking up the marker from the
board.

The environment is pleasant, was happy to look up and see the seagulls.

I'm on Oculus Rift & Touch everything seems to work as expected. Files saved as .svg is awesome as those can be shipped
around and used in other programs. I could see using this for wireframing.

Didn't get to try multiplayer but that seems like a winning feature.. This is an excellent collaboration application. I'm working
with my son who is in New Zealand and I'm in Colorado but here get to hang out on a beach and do all of our white boarding
and planning. Outstanding. We get to save the white board session for use and reference either in Think Space or outside of it.
Excellent utility. Highly recommend it. Would like to see the Start Meeting and Join Meeting integrated in VR app but easy
enough to use for now. Keep up the good work!. I've been holding out for multiuser.... it works great! Nice job developers! The
app works a lot like Webex if your familar with that. You start a meeting which generates a code, then you tell that code to other
people to join the meeting. I just whiteboarded with some friends online and the movements of the other users while
whiteboarding is super smooth and everything just works as you'd expect. You can even tell where on the board the other person
is looking at due to the smooth head roation and pitch.

Some features I'd love to see in future updates:
- Name tags on the avatars
- Ability to customize the avatar
- Way to save the meeting document from the desktop menu (currently save is only in VR)
- Dedicated meeting room number \/ password for frequent meetings with co-workers

Keep up the great work devs!. Very well made and easy to use interface. The marker feels very natural and lifelike. Lots of cool
potential for collaboration and brainstorming. Great value for the price.
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